What Ebnat does is exemplary.

Ebnat stands for quality, innovation and customer-

Our overall company philosophy stands

orientation. What this means for you: a professional

for traditional Swiss precision combined

consulting service and optimal product presentation

with innovation. This is a challenge we

in your product range.

take on together daily. ebnatdent star

What this means for your customers: clear information

and ebnatdent sky are examples of our

on products and packaging, as well as loyalty thanks

commitment to this.

to good user experiences.

With Ebnat, you are a leader as far
as your customers are concerned.
We carry out research and development
in all of the sectors in which our company
is active. As our partner, you lead with us
and make the most up-to-date and best
products in the dental and oral hygiene
sectors available to your customers.
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innovative and customer-orientated

Distinguish yourself in the market with Ebnat.
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perfect in shape. But it goes beyond just looks. In terms of function
and efficiency, it also stands for perfect, careful dental cleaning.
Ebnats response to the latest discoveries in dental medicine is
called the ebnatdent star. Ergonomic design thanks to the latest
manufacturing methods combined with top quality materials:
every detail of this toothbrush has significance and makes a
meaningful contribution to daily dental care.
The fine soft-medium ebnatdent star toothbrush is colourfully
complemented by the ebnatdent sky version in all grades of
bristle stiffness. The ingenious way in which the around 2'500
bristles are cut ensures thorough, gentle dental care.

moulded thumb grip for a better hold

flexible and gentle

The ebnatdent star is an exemplary, aesthetic toothbrush that is

perfect in shape and effective

aesthetic and efficient

Ebnat delivers careful dental cleaning.

one-of-a-kind cut for optimal
effectiveness between teeth

whilst the teeth are being cleaned,
the edge of the gums is massaged

ergonomic handle for reliable control

the angled bristles improve tested efficiency

space for your own label

